ADDENDA
RFP NO. 15-16/14
Peralta Community College District

December 18, 2015

RFP 15-16/14 District-Wide Emergency Blue Phone System Installation

ADDENDUM No. 3

This addendum supersedes items of the original contract documents wherein it is inconsistent with it. All other conditions remain unchanged. The following changes, modifications, corrections, additions or clarifications shall apply to the proposal documents and shall be made a part of and subject to all of the requirements thereof as if originally specified or shown. It is the responsibility of the proposer to review the list of attachments to ensure that the addendum is full and complete. This Addendum modifies the original RFP Documents for the above Proposal. **Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the Proposal. Failure to do so may subject Proposer to disqualification.**

**Revisions**

There are no revisions to the Proposal documents.

**Responses to RFI**

1. With reference to Drawing No. SE1.L01b. Question: This location requires 120V power. Are we to tie into power from the Sports Complex, and what is the location of that room in the building?

   *Response: You are supposed to tie into power from the Sport Complex. We could not verify the location of the power room at this location.*

2. With reference to Drawings No. SE1.M.01, SE1.A.01, SE1.L.01a AND SE1.L01b. Please provide locations (room numbers) for each campus of the MPoE and network rooms that we are to be powering and monitoring the new Blue Phones from for each campus to help determine wire lengths to each device.

   *Response: The MPoE room for Laney College is located in the basement of Laney Tower building towards the Building B. We could not confirm the room # at this time. The MPoE for College of Alameda is located in the A Building –Room A139. The MPoE for Merritt College is located in D160 and D161. The MPoE for Berkeley City College is located in the Basement.*

3. With respect to Merritt College, the Emergency Blue Phone M0050, M0051, and M0056 are actually Outdoor Wall mounts NOT Outdoor Pole mounted as indicated by the details. Please acknowledge.
Response: Yes. All three (3) emergency phones are Outdoor Wall mounts.

4. With respect to Laney College, Drawing SE1.L.01a shows an existing Emergency Blue Phone L0090 Upper Level. This Emergency Blue Phone is not present. Please advice.

Response: Yes, this phone might have been removed, as some faulty phones were removed from their original location. Please position new Phone in the location indicated in the drawing.

5. With respect to Berkeley City College, the Emergency Blue Phones are installed inside each of the men and women bathrooms on each floor or two per floor. There are a total of 10 Emergency Blue Phones. Please acknowledge.

Response: There are a total of thirteen (13) Emergency Blue Phones at the Berkeley City College. Three (3) are located in the Basement -1 next to the elevators, and 1 each in men’s and women’s restrooms. None on the 1st floor. Two (2) on the 2nd Floor, 2 on the 3rd Floor, 2 on the 4th Floor, and four (4) on the 5th Floor -2 in restrooms and 2 in the vending alcoves.

6. With respect to College of Alameda, the Emergency Blue Phone A0036 and A0059 are actually Outdoor Wall Mounts NOT Outdoor Pole mounted as indicated by the details. Please acknowledge.

Response: Based on on-site verification conducted on Wednesday, December 16, 2015, please be advised that A0036, located on north-side of Building C, near the handicap parking, is Pole Mounted. A0059 located on the south wall of Building D, is Wall Mounted.

7. If an existing Interior or Wall Mounted Emergency Blue Phone location will not accommodate detail SE (with associated strobe) due to the surrounding area or wall space, the Integrator will coordinate with the customer a different location to accommodate detail SE.

Response: YES. The Integrator is allowed to make suggestions regarding the location of any equipment, fixture and/or device.

8. With respect to Laney College, Drawing SE.1.L.01 shows an existing Emergency Blue Phone L0045 Upper Level. This Emergency Blue Phone is not present. Please advice.

Response: The referenced phone might have been removed because it’s faulty or damaged. Please locate new Phone as the same upper level location or as directed by Owner or Consultant.

End of Addendum Three